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2015: Freight Rate Movements and Shipping Suggestion
Middle East Areas: The price is expected to only go down, so if your goods are not so hurried to
be shipped, you could consider waiting for a while, as the shipping price to Middle East
countries is falling these days.
India and Pakistan: The freight cost is basically similar with the prices in December. In general,
the price will not have big difference in January.2015.
The Red Sea Countries: Prices in December can continue to be used for reference until Jan.
For some vessel companies, if you can confirm the order to them earlier, they can apply heavycharge-free for you.
South America: Mexico/West of South America/Central America. The shipping prices will not
have a big difference until 14th of January. After 14th of January, the shipping cost is expected
to go up. 20ft containers are expected to increase USD500 and 40ft/40HQ containers are
expected to go up by USD1000. To ship goods from China to South America in January, we
suggest you to let us push your suppliers to prepare the goods well as soon as possible and
load the goods up to the ship
Australia: For East/West Australia the shipping prices will not have a big difference until 14th of
January. After 14th of January, the vessel companies plan to increase the shipping price by
about USD300 to USD600.Therefore, Shipping space in Australia began to be more limited than
before, probably there will be no spaces for all the vessel companies soon.
New Zealand, the shipping prices will not have a big change until 14th of January, after that the
prices will increase about USD100 to USD200 per container.
South East Asia: For Japan, the shipping price will have a slight increase by about USD10 to
USD20 per containers. For other countries in South East Asia, at the moment the prices can
continue to be used until January.
Europe: From January, there will be a new charge-LSS (Low Sulphur Fuel Surcharge) for
shipments to Europe. There are price differences from different vessel company. Shipping price
can continue to be used until January. After that prices will increase by about USD600 to
USD1200 per container.
The countries in Middle Sea: Prices can also be used until January. Price from UASC Vessel
Company is good because there are a lot of spaces at the moment. If you have a large amount of
goods need to ship, shipping space is absolutely available for you.
Africa: Prices of December to East Africa are valid until January. At present the lowest shipping
price is provided by EMC but they will soon increase their price.
South Africa there is price-difference in different vessel company. Shipping space for 20ft
container is very limited.
West Africa shipping price are still valid until 14th January and will generally not have a big
change after that.
America and Canada: Prices of December to East Africa are valid until January. Shipping prices
for shipment to GRR will have an increase from USD320 to USD450 per container.
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Pudong International Airport 4th runway will open in March 2015. Aircraft will
be able to take off and land simultaneously on all 4 runways and this is
expected, to reduce the number of flights delayed
Currently, passenger aircraft, have to taxi a long way to one of the three
runways at the airport and takeoff one after another

The fourth runway, is 3,800 meters long and 60meters wide
With the new runway, the airport’s annual capacity is expected to reach 60
million
Passengers with 555,000 takeoffs and landings

ECONOMICS:
EFFECTS OF EXCHANGE RATES ON BUSINESS

The exchange rate will play an important role
for firms who export goods and import raw
materials. Essentially




Depreciation (devaluation) will make
exports cheaper and exporting firms will
benefit.
An appreciation makes exports more
expensive and reduces the
competitiveness of exporting firms.

Impact of an appreciation on business
If there is an appreciation in the value of
the Pound, e.g. between July 2013 and
October 2014 the value of the Pound
increased from £1 – €1.1 to £1 = €1.25 The
impact will be:




Effect of depreciation in the exchange rate
If there is depreciation in the value of the
Pound, it will make UK exports cheaper, and it
will make imports into the UK more expensive.

Exports will be more expensive. This
will lead to lower demand for UK
exports or firms will have to reduce
their profit margin.
Imports will be cheaper. The import
of raw materials will be cheaper

TEAMWORK IS
IMPORTANT
COMING TOGETHER
IS A BEGINNING
KEEPING TOGETHER
IS A PROGRESS
WORKING TOGETHER
IS SUCCESS

